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Lose yourself in a book on WBD!
By Michael Clements and Alex Gilbert
Buttsbury Junior School had a stupendous time on
World Book Day. All of the pupils and staff dressed up
as iconic book characters. Varying from wand waving
wizards to black bearded Viking warriors.
In the morning,
the students were
paired up with
reading partners
from other year
groups.

On Wednesday 16th March, after a two hour long
coach trip, Year 5 finally arrived in the Anglo-Saxon
world of West Stow.
West Stow is a place that is based on what Anglo
Saxon villages would have looked like in the past and
even includes a museum!
In the museum, the classes got to view real Anglo
Saxon exhibits. Furthermore, when the children
looked in the Anglo Saxon homes there were real
animal skins hanging from the ceiling and a fire
burning.
Mr Tweedie, Head of DT, said that being able to look
at the houses will advance learning in DT. Year 5
pupils are focussing on building their own Anglo
Saxon houses out of sticks and leaves which they will
find outside on the playground or field.
The children had fun activities to do including
exploring the Anglo-Saxon homes. These Saxon
homes at West Stow are experiments about what the
houses would have looked like before they were
destroyed or rotted away. Interestingly, the homes
were constructed differently; the people who built
the houses would have used wood, thatching and
wattle and daub.
Jessica Jobbins said, “It was a great fun seeing all of
the Anglo Saxon houses,”.
A wonderful time was had at West Stow!

“There was an
exciting
atmosphere on
World Book Day;
it was almost like
bringing the books to life,” claimed Christopher in 5UF.
Throughout the day there were several DEAR sessions
(drop everything and read). This was a perfect way to
understand what World Book Day is about and to lose
yourself in a book!
The highlight of the day was an exhilarating quiz based
on books and authors.
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Terrific Tag Rugby!
By Maya Collyer and Henry Webb

On 23rd March 2022 Buttsbury Junior School sent a
team of year 5/6 tag rugby players to the Old
Brentwood Rugby Club to compete in the County
Finals, following their phenomenal success at two
previous tournaments.
The team gathered in the morning and were clearly
looking forward to a great day of tag rugby. Team
captain Eliza Hobden (6D) told our reporter that she
was excited for the upcoming challenge.
After getting their coach - Mr Tweedie—to promise
them a Domino's pizza if they were crowned County
Champions, the team were hoping for the best.
After warming up with their favourite game –
Bullfrog, it was time for the first match against Great
Berry. Like all of the six matches that followed, it
was a very close game and finished 2:2. During the
fifth match against Broomfield, Mr Tweedie told our
reporter: "We are doing alright - a couple of results
have not gone our way but
on the whole there is some
great rugby being played".
At the end of next match
the referee commented
that Buttsbury were the
only team he had seen
score a try against the team
that ended up being the
Country Champions.
So despite not getting the
results they wanted (just
like England in the Six
Nations!) all of the Buttsbury year 5/6 tag rugby
players had a lot to be proud of.
Fingers crossed for Domino's next year!
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Dancing Divas
Dazzle Buttsbury

thoroughly enjoyed by

By Millie Agate and Flora
Noble

On Monday the 10th of
January
2022,
DOT
Productions
came
to
Buttsbury Junior School to
create a ‘Dance in a Day’.
Year 6 pupils, with existing
dancing experience, were
invited to take part and 11
talented dancers stepped up
to the challenge!

the audience. Mrs Webb,
who assisted with supervision
during the day and watched
the dancers perform said, “It
was absolutely amazing, they
were brilliant”

When asked what was her
favourite part of the day
Olivia Joshi answered, “When
we
were
doing
the
Louise Hunt, from DOT performance, and everyone
Productions, led the intense was smiling.”
workshop which Flora Noble All of the dancers rated their
and Olivia Joshi from 6S ‘Dance in a Day’ experience a
described as hard work but show-stopping 10 out of 10!
fantastic fun. The girls
explained that during the day
they created their own
choreography, to famous
musical numbers, and then
Louise taught them a dance
to perform to their parents,
Year 6 pupils and teachers.
The performance was set to
music from the musical
Matilda. The dance style was
modern jazz. The show was

Sing Your Heart
Out!
The BSMA Festival
By Scarlett Valk and
Edward Cushing

All of the year 5 and 6 choir
were buzzing with
excitement and joy for the
BSMA singing festival! The
evening was entitled ‘One
World’ and, as the title
suggests, celebrated the
diversity of the world that
we live in.
Interviews were conducted

with the cast and staff:
Isabella (a soloist) stated, “It A Very Special Visitor
was a lovely time for the
schools to sing together and Guide Dog Assembly
By Finley Walker and Max Bailey
for us to think about the
planet.”
On Monday 28th February, Brenda Weaver, from Guide
Miss Rose, who was helping Dogs UK) and her dog Aero (who is a retired guide dog)
backstage, claimed, “It was came into the Buttsbury Junior School assembly to tell
very uplifting and a big well the pupils about how guide
dogs are trained. The
done to the speakers,
interested audience found
dancers and soloists. It
it fascinating to learn about
brought the children
together to make them sing how a dog can be trained
to learn a human’s daily
beautifully!”
route.
Brenda, as an experienced
trainer, explained how it is
hard for the trainer when
the dog completes its training and must leave them.
Currently, Brenda is training a puppy called David (who
is a Labrador cross Golden Retriever) and is 5 months
old. Brenda explained why she likes being a guide dog
trainer: “It helps other people. I also love dogs, so I
enjoy training them.”

Even though it was all
amazing the main highlight
was the acapellas, which
everyone loved and even
the audience joined in!
This beautiful and uplifting
performance will be
cherished by everyone who
was fortunate enough to
experience it.

Archie Neathercoat 5R said, “I like that Brenda told us
how guide dogs UK works.”
Daniel Henry 4M exclaimed,
“The best bit is the dogs
help people ‘see’ in public
places.”
Finally, Abi Walker 3M told
us, “The most interesting
part of it is how a dog knows
when to cross the road
safely.”
Another inspirational and thought-provoking BJS
assembly!

Buttsbury goes red for Comic Relief
By Sheryan Raval , Jash Dalal and Taylor Halfhide
On Friday 18th of March, the entire school came together to raise
money for people in need. Staff and children all came dressed in red
and accessorised with their red noses.

The brilliant and very generous, Buttsbury Junior School pupils
raised £1,106.90, which is an unbelievable amount of money.
Mrs Sherwood enthused, ‘Comic Relief is such a good cause and the
pupils and parents have been so supportive. It’s wonderful!’
Many children have commented hat they really enjoyed raising
money and coming to school in non-uniform.
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Buttsbury Bust Out The Moves with
BYT

Buttsbury makes safety a priority!

By Henry Boswell and Tom Pearce

Accidents can happen,
especially when
schoolchildren
attempt to cross
roads. To prevent this,
each Year 5 class
learnt more about
road safety.

On Thursday the 10th of March, the lucky pupils at BJS
welcomed Lesley Williams back to the school.
In the Year 5 session, Lesley tested the children’s
knowledge oft he Anglo Saxons (their current History
topic) and then told them a story about the infamous
pirate Captain Blackbeard! Miss Roe stated, “It was
lovely to see that the children were so knowledgeable
about the Anglo Saxons and were able to share this
with Lesley!”

By Thomas Gill and James Ferris

Sally, from Safer Essex
Roads Partnership,
kindly came to Buttsbury to teach students
about how to cross roads safely; different crossing
types; and what to wear to be spotted more easily.
Sally, accompanied by Mrs Little, took small groups of
pupils for a walk around the roads near to the school
grounds. Students debated whether to cross at certain
points, and Sally explained how to cross junctions. The
students were informed about the different crossing
types, who can cross them, and the safety precautions
you must undergo before crossing.

To engage the children, Lesley told taught them
a very silly pirate dance which everybody found very
funny. This may seem a strange thing to do but Lesley
explained that this a brilliant way for the children to
feel happy and confident and to build trust with their
peers.
The main task for the pupils involved them working in
a group to look like either a group of scary pirates, an
island or a pirate ship! This was another team-building
exercise and taught the pupils the importance of
co-operation and valuing every single person’s
contribution.
Lesley ended the phenomenal session with the very
popular song from Disney’s Encanto. “We don’t talk

about Bruno”, which the children loved!
Frankie Jackson commented, “This was another
brilliant session with Lesley. She always reminds us
that we are important and mustn’t let anyone put us
down!”

On return to school, Sally gave a presentation about
road signs, reminded everyone about Pedestrian, Pelican, Toucan, Puffin and Zebra crossings, footbridges,
and underground walkways. The pupils watched a video
about road safety (made by children!).
Year 5 were particularly thrilled with their new neon
green ‘Hi-Viz’ backpacks which, to their delight, they
were allowed to take home! Arthur Ogden, 5M, said,
“I think that the Road Safety lesson has really helped
me and others to learn all
about a driver’s viewpoint
and perspective. It also
taught us when and where
to cross, especially in the
video”.
Even the teachers liked
the talk! Miss Unite
commented, “The Road
Safety Event was very

interesting. The children asked lots of good questions
and really enjoyed going out in Billericay. Even I learnt
something too!”.
Thank you Sally for the very informative lecture on road
safety - I’m sure everyone in Year 5 learnt something
really valuable!

Fantastic Film Night

Aspiring Artists and

By Ada Halder and Mia Eggleton

Dynamic Designers

On Friday 4th of March, the latest hit film” Boss

Creative Arts Week

Baby 2” came to

By Eva Barnes and Emily Jackson-Bridge

Buttsbury Junior
School!

The week beginning Monday 7th of February was a very
exciting week for the lucky pupils at BJS.

The movie was about

Mrs Abbott, Mrs Lee and Mr Tweedie planned many

a man who was

creative actvities related to Chinese New Year. Plus,
there was a wonderful Chinese themed lunch which

transformed into a
baby for twenty-four
hours. When he was a baby, it was his mission (with
his brother Tim) to uncover the secrets that a school
was hiding!
The film night was held to raise money for the
school. Tickets cost £6 and included an excellent
range of snacks and drinks including a bag of sweets,
popcorn, a fizzy drink, juice and water.

Many people reported that the movie was amazing;
one of the best ones they had seen. Other people
reported that it was like their eyes were glued to the
screen because the movie was fascinating.
“The film night was a great success for lots of reasons,” remarked Mrs Robinson, who seemed very
pleased about the night’s outcome. ”Everyone really
seemed to enjoy the film so there wasn’t too much

getting up and down; another reason was that
everyone was really well behaved. It was great that
most of the popcorn ended up in tummies rather
than strewn round the floor and, of course, Mars
Bars as a snack; that’s always good news for me!”
Eva Barnes (5M) explained that she loved how the
sequel linked to the first movie.
The film night was a great success and everyone

thoroughly enjoyed the occasion.

most pupils (and teachers) thought was delicious!
Year 3 were focusing on DT and learnt about how
Chinese New Year is celebrated all over the world. They
designed and made beautiful dragon puppets
Year 4 concentrated on art and
learnt about the fable of two
doves and made some fabulous
willow pattern plates. They also
enjoyed taking part in a dance.
Year 5 learnt about the zodiac
animal race and wrote it about it
in the style of a news report.
Their focus was on DT, and they
created a quilt patch based on a
zodiac animal. They also tried to
create their own symbols for the
Winter Olympics in Beijing. The
most common answer for what
they enjoyed was the zodiac animal inspired patchwork
they made; they were delighted with the final product.
Year 6 worked together, in groups, to create a
masterpiece collage of the
animals in the zodiac. They also
enjoyed making steampunk
style animals, pastel drawing of
tigers, cherry blossom paintings
and origami creatures. A group
of Year 6 pupils said how much
they enjoyed the change of the
timetable to allow them to do
more art throughout the week.

The school raised an outstanding £922 and I'm sure

Finally, the whole school took
part in an art inspired

the movie-loving pupils can’t wait for the next one!

inter-house competition.
Everyone loved the week and were happy with all their
wonderful pieces of art!

Race for the guide dog charity
A fun & inspirational event

Back in time to the Stone Age
Thorndon Country Park

By Chloe Wang Gao and Amelie Fairhead

by Summer Seabrook and Amber Harbrow
On Tuesday 8th and Thursday 10th of February,
Year 3 visited Thorndon Country Park for a day
of Stone Age fun! On this very exciting History
themed trip, the children took part in some
entertaining activities: Den building, Stone Age
drawing, making weapons and much more!
These activities were educational as they
allowed the children to understand what life
was like in the Stone Age.

On the morning of January the 28th, an exciting and
competitive inter-house relay race took place in order to
raise money for 'Guide dogs for the blind.’

When it was announced, in assembly, by Mrs Robinson a
few weeks earlier, the pupils were all very excited about it,
though some were a bit nervous about the race. In the end,
they experienced a fun race filled with laughter,
support and inspiration. This special event helped the pupils
to understand that no matter what your physical ability, you
can all work together to make a difference.
Zara from 5T explained, “ I found it tiring and my legs
ached, however it was all worth it because I felt energized
at the end.”

Lucas from 5M reported raising an impressive £82 for the
charity and his friend said: “It was good because it is supporting blind people.”
Florence Brooks, a dog lover from 5T, shared her thoughts:
“Having a young guide dog, David, in assembly was an exciting idea and everyone thought he was so cute. It inspired
me to help.”
Although some were nervous at the beginning, they soon
got over their nerves with the help of their teammates and
they cheered for each other throughout the race. When the
scores were added the pupils were so proud of everything
they had achieved together. Moreover, as a school they
have raised a great amount of money, that will benefit the
training of many guide dogs and help lots of people in need.
This fund raising event was truly inspirational and an
incredible opportunity to raise money to support others.
This will surely be one of the highlights of the term!

During the sensational Stone Age experience,
the pupils learnt about the importance of fire.
Holly Lague, from class 3F, enjoyed this and she
claimed: “My favourite part of the trip was
when we made the fire with flint and steel!”
Another highlight of the trip was drawing
cavemen and Jamie Collyer, from class 3E, said
it was awesome!
Travelling back in time to the Stone Age was a
great experience for the Year 3 historians and
brought their topic alive.
When speaking with Miss Elias, who is a Year 3
teacher, she reported that it wasn’t just the
children having fun - the adults had a great
time too!

